Abstract. It is shown that the lattice of subspaces of a finite dimensional vector space over a finite prime field is projective in the class of modular lattices provided the dimension is at least 4.
of L to FM(X) such that /( g(a)) = a for all a E L. The map g ° / is a retraction, i.e., it is an endomorphism of FM(A') which is point-wise fixed on its image. Thus projective modular lattices are the retracts (images of retractions) of free modular lattices. In particular, every projective modular lattice is a sublattice of a free modular lattice. Thus as a corollary to our result we obtain that every finite planar modular lattice can be embedded into a free modular lattice (in fact, into FM(4)), since all these lattices can be embedded into the subspace lattices described above (cf. [3] ).
The first section of this paper reviews the definition and important results on von Neumann «-frames of characteristic r. It is shown in [4] the free modular lattice generated by an «-frame of characteristic r, which we denote FM(P(«, /•)), is a projective modular lattice for 3 < n < w and r > 1. In the second section a review of von Neumann's coordinatization is given. We prove the main result in the third section by showing that FM(P(«,p)) is isomorphic to the lattice of subspaces of an «-dimensional vector space over Z , for 4 < « < w andp a prime.
A subdirectly irreducible modular lattice L is a splitting modular lattice if there is a lattice equation e such that each variety of modular lattices either satisfies e or contains L, but not both (cf. [13] ). The above results imply that the lattice of subspaces of an «-dimensional vector space over Tjp, L(Zp), is a splitting modular lattice (see [2] ). Moreover, the Hall-Dilworth example of the second kind obtained by gluing L(Z*) and L(Z*) together over a one-dimensional quotient is a splitting modular lattice. Let epq be the splitting equation. In a subsequent paper this will be applied to congruence varieties. It will be shown that if % is a variety of algebras with modular congruence lattices, then those congruence lattices satisfy epq, p ¥= q. Thus congruence modularity implies identities strictly stronger than the arguesian law (cf. [5] ).
1. Preliminaries. Let L be a modular lattice. We say that L contains an «-frame if there exist ax, . . . , a", cx2, cX3, . . ., cXn E L such that (i) the sublattice generated by ax, . . . ,an is the Boolean algebra 2" with atoms ax, . . ., a", and (ii) ax + cXJ = a, + cXj = a, + a, and axcXj = ajCXJ = a,a,. In this situation we shall simply say that {a¡, cXj) is an «-frame in L. We let 0 denote the least element of this Boolean algebra, i.e., 0 = axa2 and we do not insist that 0 is the least element of L. We let P(n) denote an «-frame as an abstract system of generators and relations and we let FM(P(«)) be the modular lattice freely generated by a" . . . , an, c,2,. . ., c," subject to the relations described above which make {ax, . .. ,an, cX2, . . . , cXn) an «-frame. A great deal of information about «-frames is contained in [9]- [12] , [14] . Let {a¡, cXj; i = 1, . . . , n,j = 2, ...,«} be an «-frame in a modular lattice L. Let cjX = cXj and for 1, i,j distinct let c0 = (c,, + cXj)(a¡ + af). In Lemma 5.3 of [14, p. 118] , it is shown that, for distinct i,j, k, c>k = (<fc + cjk)(ai + ak).
(1.1)
In the definition of an «-frame the index 1 plays a special role. However, by (1.1), we see that this apparent lack of symmetry is only illusionary. Let [a¡, cXj} be an «-frame in a modular lattice L, n > 3. Then for i,j, k distinct we have the following projectivity a¡ + Oj/0 7> a, + a, + ak/ak \ cik + a,/0 /-a, + Oj + ak/cJk \ a¡ + Oj/0. This projectivity defines an automorphism atJ of a, + a/0 given by «,>(*) = ((x + ak)(cik + a/) + cJk)(a¡ + a,).
(
If {a¡, cXj) is an «-frame, « > 3, in a modular lattice L and r is a positive integer, we say that it is an «-frame of characteristic r if a'l2(at) = ax.
Here aX2 is a,2 iterated r times. We let P(n, r) denote an «-frame of characteristic r as an abstract system of generators and relations, and we let FM(P(«, /•)) denote the modular lattice freely generated by P(n, r). That is, FM(P(«, r)) is the modular lattice freely generated by ax, . . . , an, cx2, . . . ,cXn subject to the relations which make it an «-frame and the additional relation (1.4).
It is shown in Theorem 1.6 of [4] that if / is a homomorphism from a modular lattice M onto L and L contains an «-frame {a¡, cXJ} of characteristic r, then M contains an «-frame {a¡, cXJ) of characteristic r such that f(5¡) = a¡ and f(cXj) = cXJ. The next theorem follows from this and the definition of FM(P(«, r)). Theorem 1.1. For « > 3 and r a positive integer, FM(P(«, r)) is a projective modular lattice.
2. A review of von Neumann's coordinatization. We shall require some of von Neumann's results on coordinatizing modular lattices, [14] , [7] , [12] . Von Neumann begins with a complemented modular lattice L containing an «-frame, « > 4, and uses this «-frame to define a ring with 1, RL, called the auxiliary ring. He then uses RL to coordinatize L. In defining RL and showing that it is a ring von Neumann does not use the hypothesis that L is complemented. Thus every modular lattice that contains an «-frame, « > 4, has an auxiliary ring RL (which depends on the «-frame as well as L). . The 1 of this ring is the L-number whose (ij)ih coordinate is ctj and whose 0 is the L-number whose (ij)th coordinate is a,. We let 1 and 0 denote these L-numbers so that (1)^ = c,-, and (0),-,-= a,. (1 and 0 also denote the greatest and least elements of the «-frame; no confusion should arise.)
At this point we take L = FM(P(«, p)), where « > 4 and p is a prime. Let ay be the automorphism of ax + a2/0 given by (1.3), and let ß be an L-number. Checking the definition of 1 © ß (we use © for the addition in RL) and comparing it with the definition of a,-, we see that (1 © ß)0 = aJßJ). Since a{2(ax) = ax holds in L = FM(P(n,p)) by definition,
holds in RL. Thus RL has characteristic p. Consequently there is an embedding of Zp into RL given by t H+ (a/(a,.): 1 < ij < n, i ^j), t = 0,1, . . . ,p -1. (2.9)
For t E Z or Zp we abbreviate the L-number (a,j(a,): 1 < ij < n, i =£j) by t. Thus ty = ay(a¿). Formula (2.6) for multiplication yields for r,s E Zp (rtJ + sJk)(a¡ + ak) = (rs)ik. = (ykJ + ßik« + ak)« + <*k))(ai + aj + ßik) = hkj + ßik"k)(ai + <*) + ßik) = ykJ« + aj + ßik)
< ykj-A similar argument gives ykJ < ßJk. Thus ßJk = ykj E Lkj. A proof of the converse is given in Anmerkung 3.1 of [12, p. 208] . □ If r as 0 (modp), it is invertible in Z and hence RL. As a corollary, we obtain the following formula, which will be used later. Proof. This is Lemma 10.6 of [14, p. 172 ]. Although at this point, von
Neumann has begun to use complemention, this lemma does not require it. 
FM(P(«,p)).
Recall that GL(«,p), the general linear group of degree « over Zp, is the group of all nonsingular « X « matrices with entries in Zp. We wish to show that GL(n,p) can act on FM(P(«,p)) as a group of automorphisms. Recall that « > 4. Let E^ be the element of GL(«,p) obtained from the identity matrix by multiplying the z'th row by r, r E Zp, r =£ 0, z = 1, . . ., «. Let 7i(/)W be the matrix obtained from the identity by interchanging the z'th andy'th rows. For i ¥=j let E(i)+ríJ) be the matrix whose main diagonal entries are all 1 and whose (i,j)th entry is r and whose other entries are all 0. These matrices are called elementary matrices. Proof. Since the symmetric group on (1, 2, ...,«} is generated by transpositions of the form (1,7), the 7i(lx/) generate all permutation matrices. Now Er(i) = PE^P-X where P = 7i(4)(0 and E^_^ = PE^^P'1 where P = E^x^E^y
Thus we obtain all the elementary matrices and these are known to generate GL(«, p). □ Consider the result of letting Zs (3) Thus (a/, c^} is an «-frame. Let a'x2 be defined as ax2 using the primed elements. Notice 4î = «n + c'n)«2 + «a) = (^12 + cX3)(a2 + a3) = c23. Now a'x2 only uses the elements a\, a'2, a'3, c'x2, c'x3, c'23. Since each of these elements is equal to the corresponding unprimed elements, a'X2 = a,2. Thus a'n«\) = «£2(^1) = ai = a'v i-e-> me frame {a¡, c'XJ) has characteristic p. Q It follows from the defining properties of FM(P(«, p)) and from the above lemma that there is an endomorphism / of FM(P(«, p)) such that f(a,) = a'¡ and f(cXj) = c'Xj. Let A = Em-m. Since c43 = c34, (c43 + s4k){a3 + ak) = s3k. Thus Since (Pt>)(0 = P(t>(i)), the case when v has at least three nonzero components is easily handled. □ We now consider 7f(lxy). We let j = 2; the other cases are similar. Let C = £(1X2) and let a'\ = a2> a2 = a\> a'j = apJ > 2> c'l2 = c2\ = C12. c'\j " c2/> y > 2. It is easy to check that {a¡, c'y] is an «-frame of characteristic p. Let « be the endomorphism of FM(P(n,p)) satisfying h(a¡) = a¡, h(cXJ) = c'XJ. Note that (Cü)(,) = C(t>(/)) if 1 > 2 and (Cu)(1) = C(u(2)). With the aid of this it is easy to complete the proof. □ Lemma 3.9. The endomorphisms f, g, « given above are in fact automorphisms ofFM(P(n,p)). ,p) ) is onto since the generators of FM(P(n,p)) are in its image. It is one-to-one since L( V) is a simple lattice. Alternately c splits the natural map from FM(P(«, p)) onto L( V). □ We close with two corollaries. First it is shown in [8] that each of the lattices L(Zp) is 4-generated. Thus L(Zp) is a sublattice of FM(4). Since every finite planar modular lattice can be embedded into L(Zp) for large enough « and p, we have the following corollary which improves the results of [3] . 
